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1
Introduction

Welcome to CareLink® Connect, the newest feature set in the CareLink Personal Therapy
Management System. CareLink Connect enables a secondary display of diabetes information,
specifically continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) and insulin pump data, for remote care
partners. CareLink Connect enables text message notifications about diabetes-related events of a
person with diabetes to designated care partners.

Indications for use
CareLink Connect is intended to work as a component of MiniMed® Connect.
MiniMed Connect is intended to provide a secondary display of continuous glucose monitoring
and/or insulin pump data on a suitable consumer electronic device to care partners and users of a
MiniMed 530G system or Paradigm® REAL-Time® Revel™ system for the purpose of passive
monitoring.
MiniMed Connect system is not intended to replace the real-time display of continuous glucose
monitoring and/or insulin pump data on the primary display device (i.e. the sensor-augmented
pump). All therapy decisions should be based on blood glucose measurements obtained from a
blood glucose meter.
The MiniMed Connect is not intended to analyze or modify the continuous glucose monitor data
and/or insulin pump data that it receives. Nor is it intended to control any function of the connecting
continuous glucose monitor system and/or insulin pump. The MiniMed Connect is not intended to
serve as a replacement for a primary display device for the continuous glucose monitoring system
and/or insulin pump data. The MiniMed Connect is not intended to receive information directly from
the sensor or transmitter of a continuous glucose monitoring system.
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Contraindications
This device is not intended for making treatment decisions.
This device is not intended for calculating insulin or other drug doses.
This device is not intended for controlling insulin pumps or other drug delivery systems.
Dosing decisions should not be made based on this device. The user should follow instructions on
the continuous glucose monitoring system.
This device is not intended to replace self-monitoring practices advised by a physician.
While using MiniMed Connect, you will not be able to use the mySentry system.

Precautions
CareLink Connect cannot tell you about all potential problems related to your insulin pump therapy
and glucose monitoring system. Display of all data and notifications cannot be guaranteed with
CareLink Connect. Proper operation of the website relies upon an operating consumer electronic
device with proper settings. A non-functioning mobile device or computer, or improper setting
changes on the mobile device or computer, may prevent the website from functioning properly.
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Using CareLink Connect on your
computer

You can use either your computer or your mobile device to access the CareLink Connect features.
For details on using CareLink Connect on your mobile device, see Using CareLink Connect on your
mobile device on page 10.

Accessing the CareLink Connect tab
A new tab called CareLink Connect, has been added to the CareLink Personal website. Follow these
steps to access the CareLink Connect tab.
1

Navigate to carelink.minimed.com from your internet browser.
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2

Use the CareLink Personal username and password for the account to sign in. People with
diabetes and their care partners will use the same CareLink sign in information to access the
CareLink website. Talk with the person with diabetes or the CareLink Personal account manager
to obtain the correct sign in information.
CAUTION: The same CareLink account should not be used with more than one MiniMed
Connect app; a unique account is needed for each app. If you use the same account with
multiple apps, the information will be merged together on the CareLink Connect tab.

3

Click on the CareLink Connect tab or the CareLink Connect link.
CareLink
Connect
tab

CareLink
Connect
link

Display and Set up notifications pages
CareLink Connect has two main pages, called the Display and Set up notifications pages. The Set
up notifications page can only be accessed from the computer. The options for these pages are
located on the upper left corner of the screen.
The Display page has three main screens for showing your diabetes information.
The Set up notifications page is used to configure text messaging. For details, see Setting up alarm
and alert notifications for text messages on page 19.
The CareLink Connect tab allows you to navigate through multiple screens on the Display page to
access pump and CGM information sent from the MiniMed Connect app. The pump and CGM
information displayed on many of these screens is similar to what the person with diabetes views
in the MiniMed Connect app. The three main screens are the Home screen, Sensor Value screen,
and Device Status screen.

Home screen
The Home screen is the main screen for viewing the sensor-augmented pump information. Sensor
glucose data is displayed for the last 24 hours.
CareLink Connect User Guide
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Click on the Sensor Value screen button to go to the Sensor Value screen. Click on the Status
screen button to go to the Device Status screen.
Set up
notifications page

last update time

Display page

status screen
button

CareLink
account name

rate of change
arrow
time (on pump)

sensor glucose
value
sensor value
screen button

high glucose limit

time of last sensor
glucose value
continuous sensor
glucose trace
notification box

low glucose limit

Active Insulin
zoom levels

sensor glucose scale

Item

Description

Status screen button

Provides access to the Device Status screen, which displays information about MiniMed
Connect, the insulin pump, and the glucose sensor.

Last update time

The most recent time that data was updated on your computer, which can occur every
five minutes or during manual refresh of the browser.

Sensor glucose value

The latest sensor glucose reading received by CareLink. If a sensor glucose value cannot
be displayed, a status message will appear indicating that no sensor glucose value is
available. For a list of status messages and more information, refer to Troubleshooting on
page 25.

Active Insulin

The amount of bolus insulin that has been delivered by the pump, but has not yet been
used by your body.

Rate of change arrow

Displays the rate of change of your sensor glucose values. See the pump system user
guide for more information on rate of change arrows.

Sensor glucose scale

Displays the range of sensor glucose values for the vertical axis of the sensor glucose
graph.
Displays the pump time for the selected period on the graph.
The time scale changes when you select different zoom levels.

Time (on pump)

A time change icon appears on the sensor glucose graph marking the time change you
made on the pump.

Time display to the left of the time change marker will not match pump time.
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Item

Description

High glucose limit,
low glucose limit

Displays the high and low glucose limits set on the pump (if turned on) as orange and
red horizontal lines. The lines may be straight or stepped, depending on whether you
have defined the same high and low limits for the entire day or different ones for
different times of the day. These limits are set on the pump. For details on setting limits,
see the pump system user guide.

Continuous sensor
glucose trace

Displays the current and historical sensor glucose readings.

Zoom levels

Click any of the numbers below the graph (3, 6, 12, 24 hours) to change the resolution
on the graph.

CareLink account
name

The name of the person with diabetes associated with CareLink account.

Set up notifications
page

Used to configure text messaging.

Display page

Provides three main screens for showing your diabetes information.

Sensor value screen
button

Provides access to the sensor value screen, which displays information of the current
sensor glucose value, designed to keep you informed at a quick glance.

Time of last sensor
glucose value

The time for the latest sensor glucose reading received by CareLink Connect.
Pump alarms and alert notifications received by CareLink with the time received.
If an alarm or alert is not cleared and is currently displayed on the pump, the box will
display red.

Notification box

If there is no current alarm or alert on the pump, then the box is black and the display
is the last alarm or alert received by CareLink Connect.

If the pump user clears an alarm or alert before the information is sent to the MiniMed
Connect app, then the app and CareLink will not receive this information. Notifications
will not appear in CareLink Connect for this case.

Sensor Value screen
The Sensor Value screen is a simplified display of the current sensor glucose value designed to keep
you informed at a quick glance. It contains the sensor glucose value, date, time, and trend arrows,
if applicable. The Sensor Value screen also displays the Active Insulin amount and the last
notification.
Click the Back button to return to the previous screen.
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Click the Status Screen button to go to the Device Status screen.
last update time

status screen
button
back button
sensor glucose
value

rate of change
arrow

time of last sensor
glucose value

notification box
Active Insulin

Item

Description

Status screen button

Provides access to the Device Status screen, which displays information about MiniMed
Connect, the insulin pump, and the glucose sensor.

Last update time

The most recent time that data was updated on your computer, which can occur every
five minutes or during manual refresh of the browser.

Sensor glucose value

The latest sensor glucose reading received by CareLink. If a sensor glucose value cannot
be displayed, a status message will appear indicating that no sensor glucose value is
available. For a list of status messages and more information, refer to Troubleshooting on
page 25.

Active Insulin

The amount of bolus insulin that has been delivered by the pump, but has not yet been
used by your body.

Rate of change arrow

Displays the rate of change of your sensor glucose values. See the pump system user
guide for more information on rate of change arrows.

Time of last sensor
glucose value

The time for the latest sensor glucose reading received by CareLink Connect.
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Item

Description

Back button

Returns you to the previous screen.
Pump alarms and alert notifications received by CareLink with the time received.
If an alarm or alert is not cleared and is currently displayed on the pump, the box will
display red.

Notification box

If there is no current alarm or alert on the pump, then the box is black and the display
is the last alarm or alert received by CareLink Connect.

If the pump user clears an alarm or alert before the information is sent to the MiniMed
Connect app, then the app and CareLink will not receive this information. Notifications
will not appear in CareLink Connect for this case.

Device Status screen
The Device Status screen contains device status indicators for the person with diabetes. This includes
the pump, sensor, and MiniMed Connect uploader and app.
Click the Back button to return to the previous screen.

back button

last update time

MiniMed Connect
status
Pump status
Sensor status

CareLink Connect
User Guide

Item

Description

Back button

Returns you to the previous screen.

MiniMed Connect
status

Displays the level of the uploader battery and communication status between the
MiniMed Connect app and CareLink Connect.
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Item

Description

Pump status

Displays the amount of insulin remaining in the pump reservoir, pump battery level, and
communication status between the pump and the MiniMed Connect.

Sensor status

Displays the time to the next sensor calibration, the number of days remaining before
your sensor expires, and communication status between the sensor and your pump.

CareLink Connect
User Guide

Provides detailed information on CareLink Connect.

Last update time

The most recent time that data was updated on your computer, which can occur every
five minutes or during manual refresh of the browser.

For information on icons, see Icon indications on page 16.
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Using CareLink Connect on your mobile
device

You can use either your computer or your mobile device to access the CareLink Connect features.
Information on CareLink Connect will rotate when you rotate the mobile device.

Accessing the CareLink Connect
To access CareLink Connect on a mobile device, follow these steps.
1

Navigate to carelink.minimed.com from your internet browser on your mobile device.
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2

Use the CareLink Personal username and password for the account to sign in. People with
diabetes and their care partners will use the same CareLink sign in information to access the
CareLink website. Talk with the person with diabetes or the CareLink Personal account manager
to obtain the correct sign in information. You will go to CareLink Connect Display page. To
access other parts of CareLink Personal, you will need to use a computer.

Screens
CareLink Connect allows you to navigate through multiple screens to access pump and CGM
information sent from the MiniMed Connect app. The pump and CGM information displayed on
many of these screens is similar to what the person with diabetes views in the MiniMed Connect
app. The three main screens are the Home screen, Sensor Value screen, and Device Status screen.

Home screen
The Home screen is the main screen for viewing the sensor-augmented pump information. Sensor
glucose data is displayed for the last 24 hours.
Tap on the Sensor Value screen button to go to the Sensor Value screen. Tap on the Status screen
button to go to the Device Status screen.
last update time
CareLink
account name

status screen button

rate of change
arrow

sensor value
screen button
time of last sensor
glucose value

sensor glucose
value
time (on pump)
high glucose limit

sensor glucose scale

continuous sensor
glucose trace
low glucose limit
notification box
Active Insulin
zoom levels

Item

Description

Status screen button

Provides access to the Device Status screen, which displays information about MiniMed
Connect, the insulin pump, and the glucose sensor.

Last update time

The most recent time that data was updated on your mobile device, which can occur
every five minutes or during manual refresh of the browser.
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Item

Description

Sensor glucose value

The latest sensor glucose reading received by CareLink. If a sensor glucose value cannot
be displayed, a status message will appear indicating that no sensor glucose value is
available. For a list of status messages and more information, refer to Troubleshooting on
page 25.

Active Insulin

The amount of bolus insulin that has been delivered by the pump, but has not yet been
used by your body.

Rate of change arrow

Displays the rate of change of your sensor glucose values. See the pump system user
guide for more information on rate of change arrows.

Sensor glucose scale

Displays the range of sensor glucose values for the vertical axis of the sensor glucose
graph.
Displays the pump time for the selected period on the graph.
The time scale changes when you select different zoom levels.

Time (on pump)

A time change icon appears on the sensor glucose graph marking the time change you
made on the pump.

Time display to the left of the time change marker will not match pump time.

High glucose limit,
low glucose limit

Displays the high and low glucose limits set on the pump (if turned on) as orange and
red horizontal lines. The lines may be straight or stepped, depending on whether you
have defined the same high and low limits for the entire day or different ones for
different times of the day. These limits are set on the pump. For details on setting limits,
see the pump system user guide.

Continuous sensor
glucose trace

Displays the current and historical sensor glucose readings.

Zoom levels

Tap any of the numbers below the graph (3, 6, 12, 24 hours) to change the resolution
on the graph.

CareLink account
name

The name of the person with diabetes associated with CareLink account.

Sensor value screen
button

Provides access to the sensor value screen, which displays information of the current
sensor glucose value, designed to keep you informed at a quick glance.

Time of last sensor
glucose value

The time for the latest sensor glucose reading received by CareLink Connect.
Pump alarms and alert notifications received by CareLink with the time received.
If an alarm or alert is not cleared and is currently displayed on the pump, the box will
display red.

Notification box

If there is no current alarm or alert on the pump, then the box is black and the display
is the last alarm or alert received by CareLink Connect.

If the pump user clears an alarm or alert before the information is sent to the MiniMed
Connect app, then the app and CareLink will not receive this information. Notifications
will not appear in CareLink Connect for this case.
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Sensor Value screen
The Sensor Value screen is a simplified display of the current sensor glucose value designed to keep
you informed at a quick glance. It contains the sensor glucose value, date, time, and trend arrows,
if applicable. The Sensor Value screen also displays the Active Insulin amount and the last
notification.
Tap the Back button to return to the previous screen.
Tap the Status screen button to go to the Device Status screen.
last update time
status screen
button
back button
rate of change
arrow
sensor glucose
value

time of last sensor
glucose value

notification box
Active Insulin

Item

Description

Status screen button

Provides access to the Device Status screen, which displays information about MiniMed
Connect, the insulin pump, and the glucose sensor.

Last update time

The most recent time that data was updated on your mobile device, which can occur
every five minutes or during manual refresh of the browser.

Sensor glucose value

The latest sensor glucose reading received by CareLink. If a sensor glucose value cannot
be displayed, a status message will appear indicating that no sensor glucose value is
available. For a list of status messages and more information, refer to Troubleshooting on
page 25.

Active Insulin

The amount of bolus insulin that has been delivered by the pump, but has not yet been
used by your body.

Rate of change arrow

Displays the rate of change of your sensor glucose values. See the pump system user
guide for more information on rate of change arrows.

Time of last sensor
glucose value

The time for the latest sensor glucose reading received by CareLink Connect.
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Item

Description

Back button

Returns you to the previous screen.
Pump alarms and alert notifications received by CareLink with the time received.
If an alarm or alert is not cleared and is currently displayed on the pump, the box will
display red.

Notification box

If there is no current alarm or alert on the pump, then the box is black and the display
is the last alarm or alert received by CareLink Connect.

If the pump user clears an alarm or alert before the information is sent to the MiniMed
Connect app, then the app and CareLink will not receive this information. Notifications
will not appear in CareLink Connect for this case.

Device Status screen
The Device Status screen contains device status indicators for the person with diabetes. This includes
the pump, sensor, and MiniMed Connect uploader and app.
Tap the Back button to return to the previous screen.

back button

last update time

MiniMed Connect
status
Pump status
Sensor status

CareLink Connect
User Guide

Item

Description

Back button

Returns you to the previous screen.

MiniMed Connect
status

Displays the level of the uploader battery and communication status between the
MiniMed Connect app and CareLink Connect.
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Item

Description

Pump status

Displays the amount of insulin remaining in the pump reservoir, pump battery level, and
communication status between the pump and the MiniMed Connect.

Sensor status

Displays the time to the next sensor calibration, the number of days remaining before
your sensor expires, and communication status between the sensor and your pump.

CareLink Connect
User Guide

Provides detailed information on CareLink Connect.

Last update time

The most recent time that data was updated on your mobile device, which can occur
every five minutes or during manual refresh of the browser.
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Icon indications
System status icons
The system status icons are located on the Device Status screen and allow you to quickly check the
status of the pump, sensor, and MiniMed Connect. If any status needs attention, the corresponding
status icon displays on the Home screen next to the Calibration icon.
Icon name

Description

Uploader battery

This represents the charge level of the uploader battery. The color and the fill level of
the icon indicate the status. When the battery is full, the icon is solid green. As the
battery life decreases, the icon changes as shown. The uploader battery icon turns
orange when the battery has 50 percent power remaining. The battery icon turns red
when the battery has 25 percent power remaining. The icon is highlighted in red when
the uploader battery is empty. The icon with the question mark indicates that the charge
level of the uploader battery is unknown. This happens for the following reasons:
•
CareLink Connect cannot communicate with MiniMed Connect app.
•

The uploader is out of range of the MiniMed Connect app.

•

If the uploader and MiniMed Connect app become unpaired.

This represents the communication status between CareLink Connect and MiniMed
Connect app. The green checkmark means that you are connected and communicating
with your uploader. The red X indicates that CareLink Connect is not communicating
with the MiniMed Connect app.
MiniMed Connect
communication

If CareLink Connect is not communicating with MiniMed Connect other system status
icons will be unavailable.
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Icon name

Description

Pump reservoir

This represents the fill level of the insulin reservoir in the pump. The color and the fill
level of the icon indicate the status. When the pump reservoir is full, the icon is solid
green. As the reservoir level decreases, the icon changes as shown. The reservoir icon
turns orange when 50 percent of the insulin remains in the reservoir. The reservoir icon
turns red when 25 percent of insulin remains. The reservoir icon is highlighted in red
when the reservoir is empty. The blue icon with the question mark indicates that the fill
level of the pump reservoir is unknown. This happens for the following reasons:
•
CareLink Connect cannot communicate with MiniMed Connect app.

Pump battery

Pump
communication

•

The uploader is out of range of the MiniMed Connect app.

•

If the uploader and MiniMed Connect app become unpaired.

This represents the charge level of the pump battery. The color and the fill level of the
icon indicate the status. When the battery is full, the icon is solid green. As the battery
life decreases, the icon changes as shown. The pump battery icon turns orange when
the battery has 50 percent power remaining. The battery icon turns red when the
battery has 25 percent power remaining. The pump battery icon is highlighted in red
when pump battery is empty. The blue icon with the question mark indicates that the
charge level of the pump battery is unknown. This happens for the following reasons:
•
CareLink Connect cannot communicate with MiniMed Connect app.
•

The uploader is out of range of the MiniMed Connect app.

•

If the uploader and MiniMed Connect app become unpaired.

This represents the communication status between the pump and MiniMed Connect. The
green checkmark indicates that MiniMed Connect is communicating with your pump.
The red X indicates that your pump is not communicating with MiniMed Connect. The
icon with the question mark indicates that the pump communication status is unknown.
This happens for the following reasons:
•
CareLink Connect cannot communicate with MiniMed Connect app.
•

The uploader is out of range of the MiniMed Connect app.

•

If the uploader and MiniMed Connect app become unpaired.

The color and length of the ring indicate calibration status and the approximate time left
until your next sensor calibration is due. When your sensor is calibrated, the ring is solid
green. As the time for your next sensor calibration approaches, segments of the ring
disappear and the color changes, until a red blood drop appears instead of the ring, as
shown below:
Calibration timer

A full green circle indicates 12 hours remaining. Orange indicates three hours remaining.
When the red blood drop appears, a sensor calibration is due on the pump immediately.
A full blue circle with a question mark indicates that calibration time has not been
communicated to CareLink Connect.
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Icon name

Description
This represents the remaining life of your sensor in days. The color of the icon indicates
relative life, and the number indicates the days of remaining life for your sensor.

Sensor life

Sensor
communication

The green icon indicates more than 2 days of sensor use. The orange icon indicates 1 to
2 days of sensor use. The red icon indicates less than 1 day of sensor use. The redoutlined icon with the X indicates that your sensor life has expired. The icon with the
question mark indicates that your sensor life is unknown. This happens if your uploader
is out of range of either the pump or your mobile device, if there is RF interference, if
your devices become unpaired, or if the pump cannot communicate with the
transmitter.

This represents the communication status between your transmitter and your pump. The
green checkmark indicates that your transmitter is communicating with your pump. The
red X indicates that your transmitter is not communicating with your pump. The
question mark indicates that the transmitter-to-pump communication status is unknown.
This happens if your uploader is out of range of either the pump or your mobile device,
if there is RF interference, if your devices become unpaired, if or your pump cannot
communicate with the transmitter.
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5
Setting up alarm and alert notifications
for text messages
Text message notification display
Care partners can receive text messages for important alarm and alert notifications received by
CareLink Connect. These text messages are based on the notifications shown on the Display page
on a computer or mobile device.
One text message will be sent for each alarm or alert notification that CareLink receives from the
MiniMed Connect app.
NOTE: Text message notification settings can only be viewed and adjusted on a computer.
These settings cannot be viewed or adjusted on a mobile device.
NOTE: Text message rate charges may apply to the data plan of the care partners.
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Sample text messages

Notification categories
Text message notifications consist of alarms and alerts that come from your Medtronic pump. You
can select from the list of notifications below.
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Selecting some notification categories will lead to multiple notifications being sent. For example,
selecting "Insulin Delivery stopped" will enable several messages.
Notification
Category

Suppported
for MiniMed
Revel

Alarm or Alert Notification
Text Messages

Supported for
MiniMed
530G

Low Sensor Glucose
Low Sensor Glucose

Low SG

X

Threshold Suspend

Threshold Suspend

X
X

Insulin Delivery Stopped

Insulin Delivery
Stopped

Delivery stopped. Check BG

X

X

Pump battery depleted. Insulin delivery stopped

X

X

Auto Off. Insulin delivery stopped

X

X

Pump motor error. Insulin delivery stopped

X

X

Pump reset. Insulin delivery stopped

X

X

Delivery limit exceeded. Check BG

X

X

Pump battery failed. Replace battery

X

X

Button error

X

X

Check settings. Insulin delivery stopped

X

X

Empty reservoir

X

X

X

X

High Sensor Glucose
High Sensor Glucose

High SG. CHECK BG
Sensor Glucose Predictive Alerts

High SG Predicted

Sensor glucose approaching high limit

X

X

Low SG Predicted

Sensor glucose approaching low limit

X

X

Meter BG now

X

X

Calibration error

X

X

Sensor expired

X

X

Change sensor

X

X

Sensor error

X

X

Recharge transmitter

X

X

Weak signal

X

X

Lost sensor

X

X

Sensor Data Stopped

Sensor Data Stopped

SG Rate of Change
Rise Alert

Sensor glucose rising rapidly

X

X

Fall Alert

Sensor glucose falling rapidly

X

X

Reminders
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Suppported
for MiniMed
Revel

Supported for
MiniMed
530G

Notification
Category

Alarm or Alert Notification
Text Messages

Bolus Stopped

Bolus stopped

X

X

Set Change Error

No reservoir

X

X

Set Change Error

Finish loading

X

X

Pump Battery Low

Replace pump battery now

X

X

Low Reservoir

Low Reservoir

X

X

BG Check Reminder

Check BG

X

X

Personal Reminder

Alarm clock

X

X

Set Change Error

Max fill reached

X

X

Pump Battery Low

Weak battery detected

X

X

Missed Meal Bolus

Missed bolus

X

X

Silenced Sensor Alert
Occurred

Silenced sensor alert. Check alarm history

X

X

Calibration Reminder

Calibration Reminder

X

X

Transmitter Battery
Low

Transmitter battery low

X

X

Updating settings for text message notifications
Set up and adjust settings for text message notifications by updating the Set up notifications
page. Click on the Set up notifications option, located on the upper left corner of the CareLink
Connect tab.
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1

On the Set up notifications page, enter the name of the person with diabetes. You can use any
other name for more privacy. The name you enter will appear in the text messages sent to the
contact. In the example below, the user chose the name "Lenny".
Set up
notifications page
Display page

messages
enable/disable
checkbox

Test text
message option
Save button
Phone
number

Contact name
information

2

alarms and alerts
Notifications
selection

Enter up to 3 contacts (care partners) to receive text messages and choose the specific
notifications that will be sent to the mobile devices for each contact. For each contact, confirm
that the Send messages box is checked and enter the contact name and phone number in the
first two columns. The phone number should include the recipient’s full mobile phone
number. For example, 1-(area code)-555-1234.
NOTE: You can turn off text message notifications to a particular contact (care partner)
simply by unchecking the Send messages box.

3

Click the Edit button, and a pop-up appears to select the specific categories of notifications to
send. Notifications are based on the alarms and alerts from the pump. See the full list of
notifications below and refer to the pump user guide for a detailed list of pump alarms and
alerts. Some of these notifications are enabled by default, including Low Sensor glucose,
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Threshold Suspend (for MiniMed 530G with Enlite only), and Insulin Delivery stopped. You also
can customize your selection from the list of options under Advanced Notifications.
Notifications settings can be customized for each contact. When done, Click OK.

4

You can test the text message notifications function to make sure the contact information is
entered correctly. To send a test notification to one of the contacts, click the Send button.
A message appears, confirming that the text message notification has been sent. Confirm with
your contact that they received the text message.

5

Click the Save button.
A message appears, confirming that the text message notification settings were successfully
saved.
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6
Troubleshooting

CareLink Connect is a secondary display system only. For more detailed information on pump and
sensor alarms, alerts, and notifications, see your pump system or sensor user guide.

Status messages
There may be a number of reasons why you do not see information on the CareLink Connect
display. If you do not see information, a status message may appear on the Home screen or the
Sensor Value screen. The table below describes those possible scenarios.
Status message

Description

Info unavailable

Information is not available from MiniMed Connect at
this time.

Above 400 mg/dL (22.2 mmol/L)

Sensor glucose value is outside the sensor range.

Below 40 mg/dL (2.2 mmol/L)

Sensor glucose value is outside the sensor range.

Cal error

Invalid sensor data or invalid BG value. See user guide.*

Change sensor

Sensor can no longer be used. Insert a new sensor.

Lost sensor

Sensor values not available. Go to Find Lost Sensor on
your pump. See user guide.*

Meter BG Now

Sensor values not available. Enter a new BG now.

Pump weak signal

Move uploader closer to pump. See user guide.*

Sensor end

Replace sensor. See user guide.*

Sensor error

Invalid sensor value. See user guide.*

Sensor off

Sensor values not available. Go to the sensor screen on
your pump.

Sensor weak signal

Move pump closer to sensor. See user guide.*

Warm up

Warming up sensor. This may take up to 2 hours. A
calibration will be required at that time.
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*See the pump or sensor user guide for more information.

Common Troubleshooting
If you encounter an error, follow the steps in the table below. If you are unable to resolve an issue
after following the steps in the table below, force close the app and then relaunch. If you still
encounter an issue, restart your mobile device and relaunch the app.
Message

What could be wrong

What to do

CareLink

“Info unavailable”.

CareLink Connect is not receiving
data from MiniMed Connect.
Possible causes are:
1
Sync to CareLink is disabled in
the MiniMed Connect app.

Try the following:
1
On the MiniMed Connect App,
from the Menu screen, tap Sync
to CareLink. Tap the switch to
turn green.

2

You have no Internet
connection or cellular
connectivity.

2

3

The MiniMed Connect user has
entered an incorrect CareLink
username or password in the
MiniMed Connect app.

Return to an area where you
receive Internet connectivity via
your cellular provider or a
wireless connection.

3

Make sure you are using the
correct CareLink username and
password.

4

The uploader is out of 20 foot
range of the MiniMed Connect
app.

4

Ensure the uploader and
MiniMed Connect app are kept
within 20 feet of each other.

5

Uploader is off or has a depleted
battery.

5

Ensure the uploader is on and
charged.

Try the following:
1
In the Set up notifications
page, confirm you have entered
the correct mobile phone
number for your contact.
Possible causes are:
1
An incorrect phone number was
entered.
2

No Text Message Received by a
contact

“Send Messages” box is
unchecked on the Set up
notifications page.

3

Alarm or alert notification in
question is not selected.

4

Alarm or alert was cleared by
pump user before the MiniMed
Connect system sent the data to
CareLink Personal.

5

The mobile device of the pump
user was outside of cellular
network at the time of the alarm
or alert occurrence.

2

In the Set up notifications
page, confirm that the “Send
Messages” box is checked for
the contact in question.

3

In the Set up notifications
page, make sure you have
enabled the alarm or alert that
you want to send. Click the
Notifications “Edit” button to
review the notifications selected
for the contact in question.

4

Test the text message
notifications function to make
sure the contact’s information is
entered correctly. To send a test
notification, click the “Send”
button.

5

Return to an area where you
receive Internet connectivity via
your cellular provider or a
wireless connection.
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Message

What could be wrong

This means the pump is not
communicating with the MiniMed
Connect uploader. Possible causes
are:
1
Pump is off or needs a new
battery.
2

Uploader and pump are outside
the 6 feet of each other.

3

RF wireless interference

4

“Communication” feature within
MiniMed Connect app disabled.

5

The app may have a hard time
receiving data from the
uploader while uploading data
to CareLink.

1

The pump and the sensor may
be out of range from each other.

2

The sensor is turned off or no
longer working.

3

Unknown sensor status because
pump is out of range.

4

The app may have a hard time
receiving data from the
uploader while uploading data
to CareLink.

“Pump weak signal”

“Sensor weak signal”

CareLink reports do not show recent
information from the last few days.

CareLink Connect is not receiving
data from MiniMed Connect.
1
Note that MiniMed Connect has
been in use for less than 24
hours, the data history for
report generation may not have
been uploaded yet.

What to do
Try the following:
1
Check the pump and see the
pump user guide to replace the
battery.
2

Ensure the uploader and pump
are kept within 6 feet of each
other and wait five minutes.

3

Move away from devices that
may affect RF wireless
communication.

4

Check the Connect Devices
screen in the MiniMed Connect
app and ensure that the
communication features is
enabled.

5

On the MiniMed Connect app
navigate to “Sync to CareLink”
menu to view the “Upload Now”
status. “Upload Now” will
indicate if the upload process is
completed. Wait until the
upload completes.

Refer to the pump or sensor user
guide for items 1, 2, and 3.
For item 4, on the MiniMed Connect
app navigate to “Sync to CareLink”
menu to view the “Upload Now”
status. “Upload Now” will indicate if
the upload process is completed.
Wait until the upload completes.

Try the following:
1
On the MiniMed Connect app,
from the Menu screen, tap Sync
to CareLink. Tap the switch to
turn green. You also can
perform a manual upload to
CareLink to upload your history.
2

Return to an area where you
receive Internet connectivity via
your cellular provider or a
wireless connection. You also
can perform a manual upload to
CareLink to upload your history.

Make sure you are using the correct
CareLink username and password.
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